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Greenhouse Sensation

New Vitopod propagator precise, good looking and now indestructible
Award-winning Propagator is now even better
Clumsy gardeners can rejoice - the multi award-winning Vitopod heated propagator and mini
greenhouse is now even more desirable thanks to a new manufacturing process and material
which makes it virtually indestructible. It will withstand been dropped on a concrete floor,
stood on and knocked against greenhouse staging.

The Vitopod, which is made in England by Greenhouse Sensation, has been a best seller and
award-winner since its launch in 2006. It has won fans and accolades for its even heat,
accurate temperature control and stylish design and now ‘virtually unbreakable’ can be added
to its list of benefits. It was named Best Propagator by BBC Gardeners’ World, Grow Your
Own and Garden Answers magazines and the Garden Answers verdict was “You’ll wonder
how you ever got by without it.”
Greenhouse Sensation’s team of experienced horticulturalists used their own experiences to
design the perfect propagator and mini greenhouse. The outcome of the development
process was a propagator that transforms into a mini greenhouse, delivers even heat, has a
digital thermostat accurate to 1°C, a wide temperature range of 5°C to 30°C and large air
vents, and now of course very robust material.

Used with the lids directly on the base the Vitopod is a highly efficient seed raising
propagator, with the layer in place it gives seedlings more space and with an optional extra
height extension the Vitopod is transformed into a mini greenhouse providing gentle heat
while you wait for the weather to warm up enough for planting out.

The lower temperature settings and the height extensions also make the Vitopod ideal for
protecting exotics such as ferns, orchids and canna from harsh winter conditions without
having to heat the entire greenhouse.

The Vitopod’s attractive design is a welcome change from the other lacklustre propagators
available. The lids and layers are crystal clear, robust and treated to resist the yellowing
effects of UV rays, so its good looks will last.
The ideal conditions crated by the Vitopod mean that it’s trusted to protect more than
seedlings. The Greenhouse Sensation website features a photo of a family of Giant African
Land Snails making a home in the Vitopod and a colony of exotic mushrooms been raised in

the propagator, whilst the team were told by one customer that they were using the heated
base to keep rescued hedgehogs warm.
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NOTES FOR EDITORS
st

The new indestructible Vitopod will be available from Greenhouse Sensation from 1 January
2012.
th

Samples are available from 19 December 2011.
The Vitopod lids and sides are manufactured from high performance acrylic copolymers which
have flexible properties which allow the Vitopod to absorb shocks without breaking.

The Vitopod is available in two lengths
Small: L55cmx W56cmx H24cm
Large: L110cmx W58cmx H24cm
Height extensions of 15cm can be added.
Prices from £49.00 for a small unheated Vitopod to £165.95 for a heated large Vitopod with
two layers.
About Greenhouse Sensation
Greenhouse Sensation is staffed by people passionate about growing. The company’s
products make it easier for anyone to grow stronger, healthier plants. Greenhouse Sensation
products are available direct from the Greenhouse Sensation website and from a range of
stockists including Harrod Horticultural, worm.co.uk, Suttons and Two Wests & Elliot.
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